
COSC 4P03 – Advanced Algorithms
Winter 2017 Assignment #3

Due Date: April 3rd,  12 Noon  Late Date: April 6th, 12 Noon
This assignment accounts for 15% of your final grade and is worth a total of 100 marks.

In  this  assignment  you  will  be  performing  cryptanalysis  on  3  different  pieces  of 
ciphertext. In each case, you are to determine the plaintext. For parts 1 and 2 you should 
also give a clear description of the steps you follow in your cryptanalysis. For part 2 
you must also print out the encryption phrase that was used to encode the plaintext. 

You will be marked not only on obtaining the correct answer, but also on the methods, 
and explanation of the methods, used to achieve that answer. For part one your program 
will be marked to some extent on how sophisticated it is. That is, does it just provide a 
basic letter count, or does it count common bigrams and trigrams etc. For part two you 
can use either the Kasiski test or index of coincidence. Five bonus marks will be given if 
you  can completely automate the  procedure  using index  of  coincidence,  or  index of 
coincidence  and  variance.  (In  this  case  of  course,  you  do  not  need  to  provide  a 
description of the steps you followed, since there are none.) As with assignments one and 
two, you should not submit a separate program for each question. Instead, you should 
submit one program that uses a menu or some other method to allow the user to select the 
question. Finally, remember to break your program into classes based on functionality 
and keep classes relatively small.

1. [30 marks] The following ciphertext was encrypted using a Substitution Cipher. Note 
that a random map was used, so it is possible for characters to encrypt to themselves.

NUDVDRGJKRCCDRVGKURKUYNDFDVWDVKRJXIYVEGY
ISYFDVXEDXKRVDZDKKDVWRBWPBRKDAKURXYKUDVG
KYCVYKDWKJXAJFJAPRBGJXKUDIVDDDLDVWJGDYIK
UDJVXRKPVRBVJSUKGRXARVDRKKUDGREDKJEDKUDE
GDBFDGZDKKDVSPRVADARSRJXGKADSDXDVRWHHDKD
LCDVJDXWDURKUGUYNXKURKDFDXPXADVKUDZDGKIY
VEGKUYGDDXKVPGKDANJKUCYNDVURFDJXKJEDRXAZ
HGBYNYCDVRKJYXGCDVFDVKDAJKJXKYKHVRXXHRXA
JKJGZDBJDFDAKURKKUDEYGKDIIDWKPRBEDRXGYIC
VDFDXKJXSKUJGNYPBAZDKYJBBPEJXRKDRGIRVRGC
VRWKJWRZBDKUDEJXAGYIKUDCDYCBDRKBRVSDNUDX
WDJKZDWYEDGDLCDAJDXKIYVCVYEYKJXSKUDCPZBJ
WURCCJXDGGKURKKUYGDCDVGYXGNUYEXRKPVDURGD
XAYNDANJKUSDXJPGRXAFJVKPDGUYPBAZDVDXADVD
AZHBJZDVRBDAPWRKJYXNYVKUHKYVDWDJFDRXARZB
DKYSPRVAKUDGRWVDAADCYGJKYIKUDVJSUKGRXABJ
ZDVKJDGYIKUDJVIDBBYNWJKJMDXGRXAKURKKUDHG
UYPBAZDWRBBDAKYKURKWURVSDNJKUYPKVDSRVAKY
NDRBKUZJVKUYVRWWJADXKRBWYXAJKJYXYIWJVWPE
GKRXWDKUYERGTDIIDVGYX



2. [35 marks] The following ciphertext was encrypted using a Vigenere Cipher.

QSDKRLVQCCASESQLVAIAOXTSJZVXROJEYCAZPUHU
TGMBQCYFVYPWEQBYWBWELGKHULXDSYTIECANSHSE
EQQOADJAFRITMBQTRSWGDWBVRCIATVYJXIRYGQCA
TRRWYEVMHVZRUBFEIMRBQMZJNDMABBYWGPIPVEWB
YMZGGPEPCSPPQQGTSZGBYMZHVXMPOGTSZWADXQOQ
ZJRFRPGTCVNIABTFIDFVWPMGOJRUUUEMZGGPEPCS
LVYWRDFKRNJMFWFLWKGGPQIVVNLTOFNSZGPCMBHR
OZMGGSYYOALRPANEIDWNWVQGBFVOSFTRFCGSINIV
WHUBTZJMHVRLFZLVRUHUTKTZLPJRWPTIZHZLGTWA
PXTOGNSYPVYIEAVWMFOEJHUDYZQMHVNMZHRWPUUR
YGQSPZRAAVNWOWRYXUTVNEZRCZPUHVNEXCCPVMHV
ZREWGDTDSCLVMHVZREOEPGABPPEXSQYSFDHMPUGU
PHUHFXMEHNVIEOEPFGFVPHZCGSIMRYTRQRVEWPWF
DIZHRCWMFRDMXSANIPBBETDOVDIPBBPBBSAOMFIE
PMEEHPWFWBYIPBBCYYCETWBFVYXQRAZWQQEPXUGE
PZQOYPHVTX

3.   [35 marks] The following ciphertext was encrypted using RSA with public key
      (n=19519, b=3011). 

Each character of the plaintext was first converted into numerical format by mapping 
a→0, b→1, …, z→25. The plaintext was then divided into sets of 3 characters. Each 
set of 3 characters c0c1c2 was converted to the value x = c0*262 + c1*26 + c2: for 
example, the word “the” would be converted to x = 13030. Each value x was then 
encrypted as ciphertext y = x3011 mod 19519. The total number of characters in the 
plaintext was padded to ensure it is divisible by 3. Note that it is possible to brute 
force a solution to this problem (by encrypting all 26*26*26 possible three letter 
combinations in turn, until you get one that matches the ciphertext.) You must use 
RSA decryption, not brute force.

16567 14093 17116 13842 10832 13597 8159 18871 14805 478
13288 11244 16567 17858 11585 13489 7190 10690 8473 19291
14055 13713 9422 16064 295 4498 3464 13702 6189 4528
10163 8952 5033 10835 724 19191 10163 5332 3937 16337
19167 10079 5301 10140 7328 10817 4149 6034 5631 17207
9106 8952 8116 15514 5581 7479 19368 13064 13200 2669
3969 1530 5033 10835 19389 18785 12401 17085 3113 2615
16567 5804 10835 724 19049 5338 3254 12791 5301 7026
12728 2780 7502 12308 15309 1330 12006 

Additional Notes: 
1. Programs must be written in Java or C++.
2. Your assignments will be checked for plagiarism using MOSS.



Submission Requirements:

All of the following must be placed in a sealed envelope in the 4P03 assignment box:
1. A  cover  sheet,  available  from  http://www.cosc.brocku.ca/forms/cover, 

completely filled out. Your assignment will not be marked unless one is submitted 
with the assignment.

2. Full and complete explanations of the methods used to decipher the messages.
3. A statement specifying the language and platform used, plus any other additional 

information required to run your programs.
4. You must also submit your assignment electronically to  MOSS. To do this, create a 

directory on Sandcastle containing all files for this assignment,  and run the script 
submit4p03 from this directory.

5. You do not need to submit a hard copy of your source code.


